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A Louis XVI Style Canapé, Upholstered with Aubusson Tapestry Depicting a Scene from Aesop’s
Fables.
The small town of Aubusson, on the River Creuse in France, had a long history of producing elaborate
and costly tapestries. They were known for their elegance and delicate colouring and often depicted
romantic pastoral scenes derived from artists such as Boucher; historic scenes, inspired by classical
mythology; or more formalized architectural vistas.
Aubusson was particularly noted for its finely balanced compositions of garlands and bouquets which
became famous and sought after throughout Europe.
Aesop was by tradition a labourer who was a contemporary of Croesus and Peisistratus in the mid-sixth
century BC in Ancient Greece. The various collections that go under the rubric ""Aesop's Fables"" are
still taught as moral lessons and for centuries have been influential subject matter for artistic endeavour.
The Shepherd Boy and the Wolf:
In a village was a young boy who had a job watching the village's sheep. Two times he called out,
""Wolf! Wolf!"" Each time the villagers came running to help the boy. And both times the boy just
laughed at the villagers and called them names. But then the wolf really did come and start eating the
sheep. The boy called, ""Wolf! Wolf!"" but the villagers just ignored his calls. They thought he was just
trying to trick them again. The wolf took his time and had a huge meal of the entire flock of sheep.
The Wolf in Sheep's Clothing:
Once upon a time there was a wolf who decided to disguise himself so he could get some food without

working too hard. He took a sheep's skin and hung it over his body. Then he went into the sheep pasture
and pretended to graze with the sheep. He fooled everyone. Even the shepherd didn't realize she had a
wolf grazing with her sheep. Soon the shepherd moved the sheep into the barn and the wolf went with
them. The barn door was closed and locked and the wolf was just about ready to have a nice meal when
the shepherd came back. She decided she wanted some food for her meal. She grabbed the wolf who
was still disguised as a sheep and killed him for her meal.
The Wolf and the Crane:
One day a wolf had a bone stuck in his throat. He called to a crane and hired him for a large sum of
money to put her head in his mouth and remove the bone. The crane did as she was hired to do and got
the bone out and then asked to be paid. The wolf just grinned and said, ""Ha! You've already been paid.
I let you take your head safely out of my mouth when I could have crushed you with my powerful jaws”.
The Wolf and a Mountain Goat:
One day a wolf looked up and saw a mountain goat eating on a ledge high up on the side of a steep
mountain. The wolf called out to the goat, ""You should come down here to eat, you might fall if you stay
up there. And the grass is very tender down here."" But the mountain goat was too smart for the wolf and
called back, ""I don't think you are worried about my dinner. You are just looking for your own food!""
The Wolf and the Lamb:
One day a wolf happened to run into a lamb. The wolf decided that he would find some good reason to
eat the lamb. The wolf said to the lamb, ""Sir, last year you insulted me!"" but the lamb replied, ""I wasn't
yet born last year."" So the wolf said, ""You have eaten in my pasture"" but the lamb said, ""I don't eat
grass yet"". Then the wolf tried again, ""You drank from my well"". The lamb replied, ""The only thing I
drink is milk"". At that point the wolf ate the lamb saying, ""Well! You certainly like to argue!""

Artist description:
The small town of Aubusson, on the River Creuse in France, has a long history of producing elaborate
and costly tapestries, famous throughout the world. Its origins were born with the arrival of weavers from
Flanders, who took refuge in Aubusson around 1580.
Aubusson tapestries are known for their elegance and delicate colouring, often depicting romantic
pastoral scenes derived from artists such as Boucher; historic scenes inspired by classical mythology;
or more formalized architectural vistas. Aubusson was particularly noted for its finely balanced
compositions of garlands and bouquets which became famous and sought after throughout Europe.
Louis XIV was instrumental in the development of the French tapestry industry, He recognized that by
taking over the leadership of tapestry art from the Flemish, France could project its power and its culture
worldwide, as well as increase its wealth.
In the 1662 the tapestry workshop of the Gobelins was proclaimed a Manufacture Royale, followed by
Beauvais and Savonnerie. Originally these factories wove to furnish the royal palace at Versailles
exclusively.
The weavers of Aubusson were granted this title of 'Manufacture Royale' a couple of years later in 1665,
recognising their place alongside these other leading tapestry makers. And at a time when the other
Royal French tapestry producers could not supply outdside the Royal Court Aubusson flourished
amongst the aristocracy and upper classes of Europe. Their output has always been considered to be
the finest in the world.
Louis the XV, Louis the XVI and Napoleon I later all commissioned work from Aubusson. The latter two
ordering in the greatest quantites. A 1786 inventory lists more than one hundred Aubusson carpets at
the palace of Versailles and a 1789 inventory of all royal palaces describes a great many more.
A downturn in fortunes came after the French revolution and the arrival of wallpaper. However, tapestry
made something of a comeback during the 1930s, with artists such as Cocteau, Dufy, Dali, Braque,
Calder and Picasso being invited to Aubusson to express themselves through the medium of wool.

